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Abstract 

Current distributions on two plane, parallel electrodes embedded in 

the walls of a flow channel have been calculated for separation distance 

between electrodesto electrode length ratios of 0.5, 1, ana 10. Secondary 

I 

current distributions were calculated using the linear and Tafel polarization 

laws. Using the Tafel. polarization law, current distributions were calculated 

at various fractions of the limiting current. In all cases considered, the 

electrodes are nearly independent of one another if the height to length 

ratio is ten or more. 
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Introduction 

Many industrial electrochemical processes use channel flow between 

two plane, parallel electrodes as shown in figure 1. The limiting current 

distribution for this flow geometry is well knownl • A procedure for determin-

ing current distributions below the limiting current has been outlined previous-~ 

1 ly. The method uses the concept of having concentration variations restricted 
.' . ,:' '2 

to a thin diffusion layer very near each electrode surface , allowing the bulk 

region and the diffusion layers to be treated separately~ The same concept 

has 1?een applied previously to the rotating disk electrode3,4 and to the 

single plane electrode 5• 

In the treatment of the problem, the following assumptions are made: 

1. The electrodes are embedded in infinite, parallel~ plane, insulating 

walls. 

2. Fully developed, laminar flow eXists, and the velocity profile 

can be considered linear inside the diffusion layer. 

3. Dilute-solution theory with constant physical properties is 

appl;icable. 

4. The transport equations used here apply to either single salt 

deposit'ion or ions reacting in an excess of supporting electrolyte. The 

effect of ionic migration for intermediate cases is not considered. 
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Figure 1. Plane electrodes in the wa lis of a 

flow channel 
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Mathematical Formulation of Problem 

The general approach to the problem is outlined in references 1 

through 5. The potential in the bulk region satisfies Laplace I s equation: 

) (1 ) 

where Q? is the potential measured by a reference electrode of the same type as 

the working electrode. The appropriate boundary conditions are: 

o at y o and y = h for x < 0 and x > L (2 ) 

o and y = h for 0 < x < L 

Equation 2 applies to the insulating surfaces bounding the electrodes, 

and equation 3 relates the normal potential gradient to the electrode current 

density i, where Koo is the solution conductivity in the bulk region. The 

current is taken to be positive on the anode and negative on the cathode. 

The solutionl+o equation 1 with the boundary conditions is: 
, L 

<I) (x,y ) c .* -2;K
oo 
t.£ i cath (x' hnl Sinh

2
(1f(X-X' )/2h) 

(4 ) 

L 
2 

+ sin (n(y-h)/2h)]dx' 

o 

where the anode is at· y = 0 and the cathode is at y h. The potential very 

near the cathode surface is then· 



cI>0 (x) 
cath 

* cI> 

L 

2 1 {fi.Ti (x' )In sinh
2

(n(x_x' )/2h) n /Coo .. cath 
o 

2 J + i . (x' )In cosh. (n(x-x' )/2h) ]dx' 
anode 

The expression for the anodic potential is the same as above except that the 

subscripts are reversed. These potentials represent the potentials of the 

bulk region extrapolated to the electrode surface as if the actual current 

prevails but there is no concentration variation near the electrodes. The 

* integration constant, eli , is determined by the requirement that the total 

currents for the two electrodes must be equal in magnitude, i.e., 

L 

fb~ath(X!) 
o 

+ i d (x')]dx' = 0 ano e (6 ) 

To obtain a relationship between the current and concentration on 

each electrode, an equation has been derived from the limiting current expres-

sion 

Application of Duhamel's theorem
6 

yields an equation which is 

either electrodel : 

i(x) nFD (
5:0.\1/3 ··fx ~co (x ,) 
3hD I dx' 

o 

dx' 

applicable to 

(8) 
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For many electrode reactions, the current density and surface over-

potential, ~ , can be related by 
s 

, 

where a, and i3 are characteristic parameters of the electrode reaction and i 
o 

is the exchange current density at the bulk concentration. The exchange current 

density is assumed to be proportiona.l to the surface concentration, c , raised 
o 

to the power y. The surface overpotential on each electrode is related to the 

electrode potential, V, by 

V _ qJ0 _ ~ 
c 

2 
The concentration overpotential, ~ , is taken to be 

c 

-(RT/ZF)[ln(c Ic ) - t(l-c /c )] 0:1 0 0 00 

where 

Z 

Z ~n with supporting electrolyte 

(10) 

, (11 ) 

, 

(13 ) 

The transference number, t, is zero if there is an excess of supporting electrolyte. 

'l'he number Z was inserted into equation 9 in order to make more s,imple the dimen-

sionless parameter's which describe the system. The kinetic parameters are aZ 

and {3Z, not a, and i3 alone. 
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Numerical Calculations 

To calculate current and concentration distributions on the two 

electrodes, two sets of five equations must be solved simultaneously; these are 

equations 5, 8, 9, 10, and 

i == avg 

L 1 i(x)dx 

o 

(14 ) 

i is a specified average current density applying to both electrodes (equa-
avg 

tion 14 replaces equa.tion 6). For a given distribution of total overpotential, 

~ + ~ , equation 8 was solved in conjunction with equations 9 and 10 using the 
c s 

method of Acri vos and Chambre7• Simpson's method was used to evaluate equation 

14. Gaussian ,quadrature integration, using 96 pOints
8, was used to calculate 

the total overpotential in equation 5. To get intermediate values of the 

integrand required for the Gaussian integration, Lagrange! s interpolation 

formula was used. Simpson's method had been used for evaluating equation 5 

but was found ;to be less accurate and efficient than the Gaussian method. The 

singularl ty at: x' == x in equation 5 was eliminated by adding and subtracting 

i(x) as suggested by Kantorovich and Krylov9• 

The answers were considered satisfactory if they did not change by more 

than one percent when the number of evenly spaced intervals was increased by 20. 

The required number of intervals varied between 100 and 180, depending upon the 

uniformity of the current and concentration distributions. 

The following doubly reiterative procedure was used: 

1. As a first guess, the total overpotential was assurned constant 

over the entire electrode. The overpotentials \Vere calculated from equation 

9 using i(x) == i and c 
avg 0 

-- c • 
. 00 



2. For a given overpotential distribution, the current and concentra-

tion distr,ibutions were calculated from' equations 8, 9, 10, and 11. 

3. The average current was then calculated and compared with i 
avg 

If the two values differed by more than 0.001%, the overpotential distribution 

was changed uniformly by adding a constant to each value. The new overpotentials 

were then put back into step 2. The constant was found by assuming that the 

overpotential at x = 0 was proportional to the calculated average current 

density or its logarith~ for the cathode or the anode, respectively. 

4. Using' the current distributions that satisfy equation 14,' new 

values of the overpotentials were calculated from equations 5 and 10. 

If the old and new values differed by more than 0.1%, the two values were 

averaged (usually Iyith unequal weights because of stability problems) and put 

back into step 2. 

This numerical procedure works well for the range of current distribu-

tions considered in this paper. Three to eight iterations were required to 

obtain convergence in the inner loop, an~l the convergence rate depended upon 

how near the overpotential distributions were to the rrcorrect rr valueso Up to 

70 iterations were required in the outer loop. The required number of outer 

iterations increased with increasing nonuniformity of the current and concentra-

tion distributions. 
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Results 

Eight parameters are required to define completely each problem-- hlL, 

the transference number, t, ~, ~, and y which are characteristic of the electrode 

reaction (although it is not necessary, the same kinetic parameters are assQmed 

to apply to both electrodes) and three dimensionless quantities which are 

analogous to those defined for the flat plate5 and the rotating disk3 electrodes: 

J ZFLi IRTK o co , (15 ) 

2 

~ 2t3 nZF Dcco 
~Y2£ (16 ) N (l-t)RTKco hD 

, 

5 i ZFL/RTKco , (17) 
avg 

where,J, N, and 5 represent the dimensionless exchange, average limiting, and 

average current densities. The average limiting current corresponds to 

5 = 0.807 N. 

The two extreme cases are the primary and limiting current distribu-

tions which are shown in figure 2 for several values of h/L.The primary 

current distribution occurs when the electrode is reversible and there are no 

concentration effects (N = co, J = co). ,The primary current distribution
l 

is 

iii 
avg 

where E TIL/2h and K(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 

'I'be limiting current occurs when the current distribution is limited 

by tJw lllass transfer rate through the diffusion layer and is given by 
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2.0 
/Limifing current 
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0.5 Primary current 
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XBL693 - 2183 

Figure 2. Primary and limiting current distribution on channel electrodes. 
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Secondary current distributions occur when there is a surface over-

potential but no mass transfer effects (N=oo). If the current density is small 

(0 « J), the polarization law 9 can be linearized to give 

i (cx,+ ~) (ZF IRT)i Ti o s (20 ) 

Using the coefficient in equation 20 (which, after multiplication by L/lCoo' 

becomes (a.+~)J) as a parameter, Wagner
lO 

calculated secondary current distribu-

tions for the two cases of hlL = co and hlL «1. Linear secondary current 

distributions are shown in figure 3 for: (cx.+~)J equal to &rr (this corresponds to 

Wagner I S parameter alk = 47T) and several values of h/L. To give an indication 
c 

of current uniformity, the ratio of the maximu..rn to minimum current density has 

been plotted in figure 4 as a function of (ex,+~)J and h/L. 

If the average current is much greater than the exchange current 

(5 » J), Tafel polarization will applyo Equation 9 can then be written as 

Ti = - (RT/zF /3) [In ! i !-lni ] s . 0 
, (21 ) 

for the cathode. (For the anode, ex, replaces ~ and the minus sign is omitted.) 

PoddubnyY, Rudenko, and Formin
ll 

have calculated secondary current distributions 

for Tafel polarization and hlL = 00. Figures. 5 a.nd 6 show current distributions 

and current uniformity curves for Tafel kinetics. 
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N=ro 
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Figure 3. Secondary current distribution for linear polarization. 
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FigurE;' 4. Ratio of maximum to minimum current for linear polarization as a 
function of the parameter (a+!3)J. 
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Figure 5. Current distribution for Tafel polarization. 
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N=CO 
J = 0 
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XBL693- 2187 

Figure 6. Ratio of maximum to mihimu!l1 current for Tafel polarization ,-lith 
no mass transfer effects as a function of the dimensionless 
average current. 
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As can be seen in figures 3 through 6, the current distributions 

become increasingly more sensitive to h/L as the ratio decreases. For all the 

cases considered, the current distributions for h/L ::: 10 were very close to 

the distributions for h/L ::: 00. 

Because mass transfer effects are important at higher current 

densities, we used Tafel polarization in calculating current distributions 

involving concentration effects. Figure 7 shows the current distribution on 

the cathode at varioU:s fractions of the limiting current and for three values 

of h/L. The current distribution on the anode is shown in figure 8 for a 

current which is 95 percent of the limiting current. Near the front of each 

electrode, the current drops rapidly, behaving like a secondary current 

distribution. However,on the cathode, mass transfer effect.s become more 

important with increasing x/L. As the concentration profiles for the cathode 

show in figure 9, the cathodic current cannot continueto behave like a secondary 

current because the reactant concentration has been lowered inside the diffusion 

layer. But concentration effects are relatively unimportant on the anode, and 

the anodic current continues to resemble a secondary current distribution. 

The interaction between the two electrodes through La:place! s equation is very 

apparent for the case ofh/L ::: 0.5. 

For the cathode, at higher current densities, the concentration drops 

rapidly at the front of the electrode and, as x/L increases, the concentration 

increases slightly before decreasing again for h/L equal to 1.0 or more. This 

behavior is caused by the rapid depletion of reactant at the beginning when 

the current density is very high. However, after the current has dropped,the 

concent.rat.ion has a . chance to increase by diffusion into the diffusion layer. 

'lnen,when the current increases, the concentration starts decreasing again. A 

similar but opposite behavior occurs on the anode as is shown in figure 10. 
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J=O N = 100 
a = IS = r = t = 0.5 

h/L 
----- .0.5 
--- I 0 • 
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XBL693 - 2188 

Figure 7. Current di stribution on the cathode for Tafel polarization near the 
lj.rni ting current. 
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Figure 8. Current'>'distribution on the anode for Tafel polarization with the 
current at 95 per cent of the limiting current. 
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Figure 9. Surface concentration distribution on the cathode for Tafel polariza
tion near the limiting current. 
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Figure 10. Surface concentration' distribution on the anode for Tafel polariza
tion near the limiting current. 
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Although not shown, current and concentration distributions were 

calculated for N equal to 5 and 20, for comparable fractions of the limiting 

current and hlL as discussed above. At the lower values of N, the differences 

between the current distributions at hlL of 0.5 and infinity were less than 5 

and 12 percent on cathode and anode at xlL = 0.5. 

Conclusions 

A general approach applie? previously to flat plate and rotating 

disk electrodes, has been used to calculate current distributions on two plane, 

parallel electrodes embedded in the walls of a flow channel. The method of 

solution takes into account mass transfer effects as well as electrode kinetics 

and ohmic drop in the bulk region. The same approach should be applicable to 

other flm" geometries if the velocity gradient is known at the electrode surface, 

and if the potential distribution in the bulk regiort can be obtained from 

Laplace's equation. 

Based on the above results, the two electrodes can be treated separate

ly if hlL is ten or more. This is also a fairly good approximation for hlL down 

to 0.5 if the current density (or (a,+f3)J in the case of linear polarization) is 

relatively small. This assumption greatly reduces the numerical work required 

to calculate current and concentration distributions on electrodes in flow 

channels. 
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Nomenclature 

concentration at electrode surface, mOle/cm3 

bulk concentration of reactant, mOle!cm3 

. 2 
diffusion coefficient of reactant or of binary electrolyte, cm /sec 

F Faraday's constant, 96,487 coul/equiv 

h 

i 

i avg 

i l · lm 

J 

K 

L 

n 

N 

R 

t 

T 

v 

x 

y 

z. 
l 

z 

height of flow channel, cl)1 

normal current density at electrode surface, amp/cm
2 

magnitude of average current density, amp/cm
2 

average limiting current density, amp/cm
2 

exchange current density, amp/cm
2 

dimensionless exchange current density (see equation 15) 

complete elliptic integral of the first kind 

length of electrode, cm 

number of electrons produced when one reactant ion or molecule reacts 

dimensionless limiting current (see equation 16) 

universal gas constant, joule/mole-deg 

transference nQ~ber of reactant 

'absolute temperature, deg K 

average velocity, cm/sec 

potential of electrode, volt 

distance along electrode, cm 

normal distance from electrode, cm 

charge number of species i 

see equations 12 and 13 



a,i3,Y 

r(4/J) 

5 

E 

11c 

~s 

/Ceo 

<p 

<po 

-)(-

<p 

= 

parameters of kinetic expression (see equation 9) 

0.89298, the gan~ functiop of 4/3 

dimensionless average current density (see equation 17) 

concentration overpotential, volt 

surface overpotential, volt 

. -1 -1 conductivity of bulk solution, ohm -em 

potential in bulk solution, volt 

potential in bulk solution extrapolated to electrode surface, volt 

lntegration constant (see equation 4) 
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